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Executive Summary
Scarlett Janusas Archaeology Inc. was retained to conduct a Stage 1
archaeological resource assessment on property proposed for the New East
West Tie Transmission Project. The White River portion of the Preliminary
Preferred Route is a 56.73 kilometres long, double-circuit 230 kilovolt electric
power overhead transmission line that diverts from the original proposed
transmission line northwest of White River, and then after heading east and
south, joins the main East-West tie route south of the Pukaskwa River in the
Keating area. The Stage 1 archaeological assessment of the Study Area was
conducted under license P027 (Scarlett Janusas, PIF #P027-0282-2016) during
2016.
An approximate 500 m buffer (Study Area) on either side of the White River
Preliminary Preferred Route (assumed to be the centre line) was used for the
Stage 1 archaeological assessment. The area subject to Stage 1 archaeological
assessment is approximately 5767 hectares in size. The archaeological
assessment was triggered by the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act.
Areas of low archaeological potential included: areas previously assessed with
no outstanding archaeological concerns (none in the Study Area); existing hard
packed roadways (excludes logging roads), highways, railway corridors, and
areas of extensive development disturbance. Also included in areas of low
potential were slopes in excess of 20°. There were no quarries, or existing
building footprints.
Areas of archaeological potential include 1327.88 hectares (23.03%) of the
Preliminary Preferred Route and an approximate 500 m buffer. Areas of low
potential are identified by slope greater than 20° (9.79 hectares); roads (17.35
hectares), railway corridors (1.46 hectares – only track and rail bed considered
low potential), extensive development disturbance as evidenced on ortho
imagery (6.34 hectares) and the remaining 4404.23 hectares are areas that fall
outside specific positive potential or negative potential archaeological variables.
The total low archaeological potential area is 4439.17 hectares. This represents
76.97% of the total study area.
Based upon the background research of past and present conditions, the
following is recommended:




All areas of archaeological potential that will be affected by either direct or
indirect (tower bases, laydown areas, staging areas, access roads, and
related infrastructure) by the Project within the Study Area must be subject to
a Stage 2 archaeological assessment prior to any development;
Stage 2 assessment must be conducted as per the Standards and Guidelines
for Consulting Archaeologists for work in Northern Ontario (that is, the limit for
testing from present bodies of navigable water is 50 m; and the limit for
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testing from all other variables: ancient water, historic features, previously
documented sites, etc. is 150 m). Given the nature of the area, Stage 2
assessment will consist of using a test pitting methodology at 5 m intervals up
to 50 m, and then 10 m intervals up to 150 m distant from the feature of
archaeological potential; and, visual observations of areas of exposed
bedrock. Intervals should attempt to follow a grid pattern, or as close to a
grid pattern as landscape/forest conditions allow.
Indigenous special concerns may be raised and consideration of these issues
should be reviewed in concert with the recommended areas of Stage 2
archaeological assessment.
Areas other than those identified as exhibiting archaeological potential are not
recommended for any additional archaeological assessment.
Compliance regulations must be adhered to as described in Section 6 of this
report.

This archaeological assessment has been conducted under the 2011 Standards
and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Ministry of Tourism and Culture,
2011).
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STAGE 1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
NEW EAST WEST TIE TRANSMISSION PROJECT
WHITE RIVER PRELIMINARY PREFERRED ROUTE
TOWNSHIPS OF HUNT, MCDOWELL, MEMASKWOSH,
CHARBONNEAU AND KEANTING
DISTRICT OF ALGMOA
ORIGINAL REPORT

1.0

PURPOSE – Development Context

The proponent, NextBridge Infrastructure L.P. (Nextbridge), and their environmental
consultant, Dillon Consulting Limited, retained the services of Scarlett Janusas
Archaeology Inc. (SJAI) to conduct a Stage 1 archaeological resource assessment on
property proposed for the New East West Tie Transmission (Project). The Project
preliminary preferred route is approximately 450 kilometres (km) in length, a doublecircuit 230 kilovolt (kV) electric power overhead transmission line from the Lakehead
Transformer Station (TS) near Thunder Bay, Ontario to the Wawa TS near Wawa,
Ontario. Portions of the preliminary preferred route were the subject of a previous
Stage 1 assessment conducted by SJAI under P027-0245-2014. The White River
Preliminary Preferred Route assessed under this report is an approximately 56.73
kilometres (km) long, double-circuit 230 kilovolt (kV) electric power overhead
transmission line that diverts from the original proposed transmission line northwest of
White River, and then after heading east and south, joins the main East-West tie route
south of the Pukaskwa River in the Keating area.
The Study Area is located wholly within the Canadian Shield (Figure 1) and passes
through the townships of (from north to south) Hunt, McDowell, Memaskwosh,
Charbonneau and Keating, in the District of Algoma (Figure 2). There are no assigned
lots in the study area. Figures 3 to 14 illustrate insets along the route, including areas
where the White River Preliminary Preferred Route joins the original Project.
The Study Area is located on both Crown and private lands. The width of the actual
right-of-way (ROW) and Study Area is anticipated to be between approximately 56
metres (m) and 64 m, with variations to account for landscape access, turnings,
laydown areas and construction areas. An approximate 500 m buffer (Study Area) on
either side of the White River Preliminary Preferred Route (assumed to be the centre
line) was used for the Stage 1 archaeological assessment. Ortho imagery provided a
scope of approximately 350 metres in total, centered on the middle line of the proposed
route.
The area subject to Stage 1 archaeological assessment is 5767.05 hectares in size.
The archaeological assessment was triggered by the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act.
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The archaeological assessment is triggered by the Environmental Assessment Act 1990
including Ontario Regulation 116/01 (O. Reg. 116/01).
The Stage 1 archaeological assessment of the property was conducted under license
P027 (Scarlett Janusas, PIF #P027-0282-2016) during 2016.
Due to the physical expanse and remoteness of the Study Area, no property inspection
was conducted for the Stage 1. According to the Standards and Guidelines for
Consulting Archaeologists (S & G’s), the property inspection is optional. Ortho rectified
images were used to augment the Stage 1 archaeological assessment, and this was
considered an acceptable alternative to property inspection by the Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport (MTCS) (refer to supplementary documentation).
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport was consulted (by NextBridge) on several
matters with regards to the Stage 1 archaeological assessment for the original Stage 1
archaeological assessment, and the same consultation applies to the Study Area, the
White River Preliminary Preferred Route. Supplementary documentation presents a
summary of questions posed and answered by the MTCS.
This archaeological assessment has been conducted under the 2011 Standards and
Guidelines for Consulting Archaeologists (Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2011).
1.1 Language
Study Area refers to the White River Preliminary Preferred Route and an approximate
500 m buffer on either side of the presumed centre line for purposes of the Stage 1
archaeological assessment.
Project refers to the entire transmission line, the subject of a Stage 1 archaeological
assessment conducted by SJAI under PIF P027-0245-2014.
1.2 Project Description
The East-West Transmission Line (referred to as the Preliminary Preferred Route) will
consist of the installation of a double-circuit kilovolt (kV) transmission line connecting
the Wawa Transformer Station (TS) to the Lakehead TS near Thunder Bay, with a
connection at Marathon TS. The Preliminary Preferred Route under assessment (White
River) is located on both Crown and private lands. The width of the actual right-of-way
(ROW) and Study Area is anticipated to be between approximately 56 metres (m) and
64 m, with variations to account for landscape access, turnings, laydown areas and
construction areas. An approximate 500 m buffer (Study Area) on either side of the
White River Preliminary Preferred Route (assumed to be the centre line) was used for
the Stage 1 archaeological assessment (http://www.nextbridge.ca/project_info.htm).
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1.3 Indigenous Community Engagement
Both First Nations and Métis Communities have an interest in the Study Area
(Preliminary Preferred Route). Traditional lands, resources, sacred places, treaty
rights, and land claims will form part of their concerns. The proponent “is committed to
consulting with all interested community members, First Nations and Métis, …in a clear
and mutually respectful manner throughout the life of the Project.”
((http://www.nextbridge.ca/project_info.htm)
The following 18 Indigenous communities are being included in the engagement
process undertaken by NextBridge: Michipicoten First Nation, Pic Mobert First Nation,
Ojibways of Pic River First Nation, Pays Plat First Nation, Red Rock Indian Band, Fort
William First Nation, Ojibways of Garden River First Nation, Ojibways of Batchewana
First Nation, Missanabie Cree First Nation, Animbiigoo Zaagi’igan Anishinaabek (Lake
Nipigon First Nation), Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishinaabek (Rocky Bay First Nation),
Bingwi Neyaashi Anishinaabek (Sand Point First Nation), Ginoogaming First Nation,
Long Lake #58 First Nation, Red Sky Métis Independent Nation, Superior North Shore
Métis Council, Greenstone Métis Council, and Thunder Bay Métis Council.
At the time of the submission of this report, no concerns were communicated to SJAI for
inclusion into the Stage 1 archaeological assessment report.
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2.0

Study Methods

2.1

Stage 1 (Background Research)

The purpose of a Stage 1 archaeological assessment is to document “…the property’s
archaeological and land use history and present condition.”
As part of the background research, an examination of the following was conducted:








the Site Registration Database (maintained by the MTCS) was examined for the
presence of known archaeological sites in the Study Area and within a radius of one
kilometer of the Study Area by contacting the data coordinator of the MTCS (2016);
reports of previous archaeological fieldwork within a radius of 50 m around the
property;
topographic maps at 1:10 000 (recent and historical) or the most detailed map
available;
historic settlement maps such as the historic atlases;
available archaeological management/master plans or archaeological potential
mapping;
commemorative plaques or monuments; and
other avenues that assist in determining archaeological potential were examined.

For purposes of this Study Area, an approximate 500 m buffer was reviewed on either
side of the Preliminary Preferred Route (Figures 2 to 14). The Reference Route, as
noted above in Section 1.1, will vary from between approximately 56 m and 64 m in
width, and will also include minor variances to accommodate topographic/construction
constraints, access roads, laydown areas, etc.
Features that are indicators of archaeological potential include, but are not limited to,
the following (from MTC 2011 S & G’s: 16-17):










registered archaeological sites
reported, but not registered, archaeological sites
primary water sources (lakes, rivers, streams, and creeks) that are navigable
secondary water sources (intermittent streams, wetlands, swamps, bog, etc.) are
not considered as potential for northern Ontario (refer to supplementary
documentation)
glacial shorelines (raised beaches, relic river or stream channels, prehistoric lake
shorelines, cobble beaches, or wetlands)
accessible or inaccessible shorelines demarcated as high bluffs, etc.
elevated topography (mounds, drumlins, eskers, knolls, plateaus)
pockets of well drained sandy soils
distinctive land formations that may have meaning to Indigenous communities –
these make take the form of caves, rock formations, waterfalls, caverns,
promontories and their bases; etc.
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resource areas (migratory bird and animal routes, spawning areas, mast forests,
etc.)
scarce raw materials (copper, quartzite, ochre, chert outcrops)
early Euro-Canadian settlement and/or industry (trader’s cabins, mining, logging,
trapping, pioneer homesteads, farm complexes, mills, etc.)
early transportation routes (portages, trails, railways, early roads)
federal, provincial or municipal landmarks or historic sites
local history sites identified by local informants, etc.

Features indicating low archaeological potential tend to be those that have been heavily
and extensively disturbed through activities like road cutting, quarrying, building
footprints, infrastructure such as sewage and other buried lines, extant modern
transportation routes (for example, Highway 17). In addition, areas of extreme slope, in
excess of 20°, are considered areas of low archaeological potential. Areas of
intermittent streams, bogs and wetlands are considered areas of low archaeological
potential in Northern Ontario.
The following standards have been actioned for the Stage 1 (MTC 2011 S & G’s:
Section 1.3.3).
Standard
1.3.3
1.

2.

Standard
1.3.4

1.

Descriptor

Action

The lands to be assessed must be
demonstrated to be located on the
Canadian Shield.
There may be small pockets (e.g., sand
plains, clay plains, glacial beach ridges,
etc.) that possess a higher degree of
potential and differing characteristics from
most of the surrounding environment that
should still be considered to have potential.
Where such areas of higher potential are
identified, undertake a complete
assessment and systematic surveys.
Alternates for potential evaluation in special
conditions: Remote areas

Done – Figure 1 Study Area is
located wholly within the Canadian
Shield
Former Lake Nipigon, and Lake
Minong shorelines are located
closer to Lake Superior and even
with a 100 m buffer inland, do not
impact the study area.

The degree of remoteness must be
documented in sufficient detail to
demonstrate that there are practical
obstacles to achieving success. This will
be primarily a matter of distance and lack of
available transportation infrastructure (i.e.
roads, trails) along with factors of visibility
(e.g. forest cover). Factors relating to

MTCS has indicated that the use
of ortho rectified imagery is an
acceptable alternative to a
property visit for the Stage 1
assessment (see supplementary
documentation)
Figures 3-14 demonstrate heavy
forest cover, lack of access,
remote areas distant from any
available transportation
infrastructure for the majority of the
Study Area. A local gravel road
network used by Wesdome Gold
Mines is located south from White
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2.

1.4

seasonality (e.g. snow cover, flooding)
should not be a factor in demonstrating
difficulties of access.
Aerial photos, detailed engineering plans or
other detailed mapped information may be
used to determine that areas are of low
potential. This information must be at a
scale and of sufficiently detailed quality that
allows for accurate evaluation of the
presence and character of features of
potential. The characteristics and quality of
the sources of information (e.g. scale,
source, how recently the information was
acquired, general reliability) must be
documented in sufficient detail to
demonstrate its ability to support accurate
evaluations of potential.
Stage 2 Recommendations under Special
Conditions: (Remote Areas and Canadian
Shield)

1.4.1

Recommending reduction of Stage 2 Test
Pit Survey Coverage

1

In addition to areas specified as exempt in
2.1 Property Survey, the Stage 1 evaluation
may be the basis for recommending that
areas be exempt from test pit survey, but
only if all of the following conditions have
been met:
Both a background research and property
survey have been done

A

B

c

The property inspection covered the entire
property to document the areas proposed
for exemption and to capture small pockets
of archaeological potential. Do not
recommend for any area that has not been
inspected.
No areas within 300 m of the following
features of archaeological potential, located
on or adjacent to the property, can be
recommended for exemption from further
assessment:

River to Eagle River Mine. The
study area crisscrosses some of
these roads.
Topographic maps, aerial
photography and ortho rectified
imagery used to determine areas
of archaeological potential. There
were 104 ortho images provided,
and those with features of
archaeological potential are
included in Appendix A (logging
roads, although noted in Table 2,
are not considered areas of low
potential).

MTCS was consulted regarding
Standard 1.4. Section 1.4 does
not fit with the northern standards
(refer to Supplementary
Documentation) – not applicable
Limited to areas of areas of
development disturbance to areas
of identified archaeological
potential.
See above

Property survey not done as the
Study Area is very large and
remote. Refer to supplementary
documentation with regards to
MTCS waiving this requirement for
this Stage 1 archaeological
assessment.
No property inspection conducted
due to special conditions. Ortho
imagery used instead to augment
assessment.
Not applicable – for Northern
Ontario the limit is 50 m from
existing water (not including
intermittent streams, bogs or
wetlands), and the testing limit for
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i.

D

E

F

1.4.2
1

previously identified archaeological
sites
ii. water sources
iii. areas of early Euro-Canadian
settlement
iv. locations identified through local
knowledge or informants
No areas within 100 m of early historic
transportation routes can be recommended
for exemption from further assessment

No areas within the property containing the
following features of archaeological
potential can be recommended for
exemption from further assessment:
i. elevated topography
ii. pockets of well drained sandy soil
iii. distinctive land formations
iv. resource areas
v. locations listed or designated by a
municipality, or that is a historic
landmark
Areas documented as disturbed following
background study and property inspection
can be recommended to not require survey,
despite the proximity of features of
archaeological potential.
Municipal Archaeological Management
Plans
Stage 1 may only be used to recommend
exempting a property from Stage 2
assessment where it has been a confirmed
through a property inspection that potential
for the entire project has been removed by
extensive and deep ground disturbance.

all other features of potential
(ancient water, historic features,
registered sites, etc.) is 150 m (see
supplementary documentation).

Not applicable to Northern Ontario.
Navigable rivers are early historic
transportation routes.
Local/modern roads are
considered to be areas of low
potential. Railway corridors are
considered low archaeological
potential, however, a 150 m buffer
around railway corridors is
considered to exhibit
archaeological potential.
Elevated topography is marked on
the potential maps.

Modern Road and railway bed.

No Municipal Archaeological
Management Plan available.
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3.0

RESULTS – Historic and Archaeological Context

3.1

Background Research (Stage 1)

3.1.1 Natural and Current Environment
Current Environment
The White River Preliminary Preferred Route assessed under this report is an
approximately 56.73 kilometres (km) long, double-circuit 230 kilovolt (kV) electric power
overhead transmission line that diverts from the original proposed transmission line
northwest of White River, and then after heading east and south, joins the main EastWest tie route south of the Pukaskwa River in the Keating area (Figures 2 – 14).
“The area is generally characterized by rugged northern topography with rock outcrops
and Great Lakes – St. Lawrence forest, transitioning into a more typical boreal forest.
(Dillon Consulting Limited 2014: 23)”.
Existing Features
The White River Preliminary Preferred Route crosses over woodlands and lakes,
stream/creeks and one modern roadway in the north (Highway 17) and an active railway
corridor.
There are some logging roads in the area, however, these are considered to retain
archaeological potential.
Ortho imagery indicates features of archaeological potential, roadways, logging roads,
etc. There are 104 files, and select ortho imagery data is presented in this report
(Appendix A – areas with archaeological potential). Table 2 presents data found on
the ortho imagery (those that had data) and included features such as water, roads,
logging road (latter considered to have potential in association with other archaeological
features), etc.
Physiography, Geology, Surficial Geology and Ecozones
Physiography & Bedrock
The Study Area is located on the Canadian Shield (Figure 1). The Canadian Shield is
described as having “…a gently undulating surface that dips gently to the north and
south…The shield rocks are the roots of ancient mountains that formed through the
collision of continents and later eroded to become a low relief area with many elongated
lakes and intervening bedrock ridges. Land surface elevation is approximately 150 m
in the north and increases to approximately 350 m above sea level (m ASL) in the
south” (Singer and Cheng 2002: 19).
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“The area around White River lies [sic, is located] within the exposed portion of a large
batholith of granite rocks. The rocks making up the batholiths are granites in the true
sense of the terminology; they are pink massive rocks made up of quartz, feldspar, and
some black mica. Most, however, are migmatites; these are composed of highly altered
remnants of pre-existing volcanic and sedimentary rocks mixed thoroughly with variable
amounts of granite. There are two varieties of migmatites: (1) breccias, in which
fragments of the older rocks are cemented by dikes and veins of granite; and (2)
banded rocks, in which layers of the older materials alternate with layers of granite”
(Pye 1962:48).
Surficial Geology and Ecozones
The following has been derived from the Dillon Consulting Limited (2014: 27) report.
“The study area is located within the Ontario Shield Ecozone (Crins et. al. 2009) which
comprises Ontario’s portion of the national Boreal Shield Ecozone. The Ontario Shield
Ecozone, which occupies more than half the province, includes both the boreal forest
and the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence forest regions. With a few exceptions, this
Ecozone contains the Precambrian bedrock in the province. These rocks are primarily
comprised of granite and gneiss, but basalt, greenstone, and many other mineral types
also occur. The surficial geology is diverse and includes morainal, organic and
glaciolustrine deposits as well as several eskers and drumlins. Substrates are diverse
across the Ecozone, however, a significant portion of the Ecozone is comprised of
exposed bedrock. Topography varies based on both local bedrock and surficial
deposits” (Crins et. al. 2009).
Prehistoric Shorelines
Until approximately 12,500 years ago Lake Superior was under the Wisconsin ice sheet.
As the ice retreated northwards, Glacial Lake Duluth was the first lake to occupy the
Lake Superior basin, and extended to just south of the Thunder Bay area. It was
dammed up by ice along its northern shore until approximately 10,500 years ago (Zoltai
1968:16).
Lake Agassiz was a large ice dammed lake that formed in Hudson’s Bay during the last
deglaciation, circa 12,000 (Before Present) B.P. to 8,000 B.P. The extent of the
associated strand line is located well north of the Study Area.
The last ice advance in the Superior basin was the Marquette lobe, which retreated
around 9600 years B.P. As the ice retreated to the north shore of Lake Superior, Lake
Minong filled the Superior Basin, bordered by ice along its northern shore. Further
deglaciation northwards towards Hudson’s Bay, and the opening of new drainage
outlets resulted in the Post-Minong lake levels. Though lower than the earlier Minong
levels, Post Lake Minong extended as far north as the Nakina I moraine (near Highway
11) along the Pic River Valley (Zoltai 1968).
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Water levels continued to drop as new drainage outlets opened up, until the low Lake
Houghten levels around 8000 B.P. Isostatic rebound at the Sault Ste. Marie outlet
caused a rise in water levels around 5,500-4,000 years B.P. during the Nipissing stage
(Julig et al 1990:25). The Nipissing stage is terminated about 4000 years ago when the
North Bay channel was abandoned due to differential uplift and the St. Clair channel
was deepened due to erosion. Water levels continued to drop through the Algoma
stage, which terminated in 3200 years B.P. and the Sault stages before reaching
modern day levels (Zoltai 1968:19).
Lake Agassiz was located to the west of the Thunder Bay area and probably acted as a
barrier to human occupation until it gradually receded northwards around 9000 years
B.P. (Julig 199:25). People and animals followed the retreat of ice northwards as new
habitat opened up. Lake Minong and other meltwater lakes were an important part of
the seasonal round of Paleo Indian peoples. Camps were concentrated along these
glacial lake shorelines as these areas gave them access to a variety of different habitats
for hunting and gathering of materials.
(http://thunderbayarchaeology.ca/Mackenzie_1.html Western Heritage).
The study area is located well to the north of the highest Minong prehistoric shorelines
(elevation 300-314 m above sea level Anno Domini (A.D.)) which are located along the
shoreline of present day Lake Superior.
There are no prehistoric shorelines effecting the Study Area.
Soils, Vegetation and Topography
The topography in the Study Area is variable, consisting of low lying areas along the
creeks, lakes and rivers in conjunction with the rocky exposed uplands, the elevation
change between these areas sometimes being very steep, and in excess of 20 degrees.
There is limited soil type and distribution information for the greater part of northern
Ontario. Studies of this type tend to be centered in areas where there is potential for
agricultural pursuits.
The general soil group for the Study Area is Huron-ferric Podzoil. These soils are the
dominant soils of the central and southern Shield in Ontario. They develop under forests
stands on coarse-textured, stony, glacial tills and outwash and on glacio-fluvial sand
lying on acidic parent material. They develop in shallow layers on top of the bedrock
and are more closely associated with the underlying bedrock material than most forest
soils (Baldwin et al 2006).
The Study Area occupies the Boreal Forest vegetation zone. The boreal forest is
typified by conifers such as white spruce, black spruce, balsam fir, larch, lodgepole pine
and jack pine (http://www.on.ec.gc.ca/wildlife/wildspace/maps-e.html).
Areas around wetlands (swamp, marsh, fen and bog) are populated by cattails, rushes,
reeds, grasses and sedges (typical for marshes); swamps are occupied by coniferous
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and deciduous trees, shrubs such as willows, dogwood and alder; bogs are covered by
sphagnum moss and associated with stunted black spruce trees, heath plants such as
laurels and blueberries and carnivorous plants such as pitcher plants and sundews;
and, fens include sedges and mosses, grasses, reeds, low shrubs, tamarack and white
cedar, sundews, pitcher plants and orchids (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
2013).
Studies conducted in the 1950s by Wilde et al (1954:24) have suggested seven different
vegetation and soil related communities. These include: skeletal soils (rock outrcrops,
boulder pavements, occupied by jack pine, black spruce, paper birch and ground cover
of lichens, mosses, and blueberries); sandy podzols (level and pitted outwash
supporting pure or mixed stands of jack pine and black spruce, and a blueberrybunchberry ground cover); podzolized calcareous loams and clays of fluvio-glacial or
morainic origin supporting white spruce, balsam fir, black spruce, aspen, balsam poplar,
and paper birch with an understory of fly honeysuckle, blue bead and club mosses);
melanized calcareous loams and clays of glacial and lacustrine origin supporting white
spruce, balsam poplar, aspen and ground cover of highbush cranberry, sarsaparilla,
and lily family plants); muck located in drainage belts supporting dwarf alder and willows
and ground cover of sedges and mosses); brown moss peat which is formed on fertile
substrata supporting black spruce, white spruce, balsam fir, aspen and balsam poplar
with ground cover of mosses); and, green moss peat occupying substrata depleted in
nutrients supporting black spruce, bog birch with a ground cover of mosses, leather leaf
and Labrador tea). It is probable that examples of all of these vegetation/soil
associations are represented in the Study Area.
Slopes in excess of 20 degree slope were eliminated as part of the Stage 1
archaeological assessment. Areas of significant elevation were noted as areas of
archaeological potential.
Surface Drainage
The study area crosses several creeks and rivers including: Two and a Half Creek,
Whitehead’s Creek, Whitefish Creek, Doss Creek, Pokei Creek, and Dog River. In
addition, the Study Area crosses many unnamed lakes, and North Crockers Lake, Blue
Cedar Lake, Nichols, Iron, and Ore Lake.
White Tertiary Watershed
The White Tertiary watershed flows into northeastern Lake Superior, and includes the
White and Pukaskwa Rivers (Phair et al 2005). A significant stretch of the Lake
Superior coastline is found in this watershed. Stream systems occupy 85 percent of this
watershed.
Navigable Water
Navigable water (see supplementary documentation) is one of the indicators for
archaeological potential for northern Ontario. According to Transport Canada’s website
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(www.tc.gc.ca) navigable waters include “all bodies of water that you can navigate from
one place to another by any type of floating vessel for transporation, recreation or
commerce. Historically, there were different means of interpreting navigable
waterways. The early surveyors and scientists, such as geologists, would often record
information suggesting access to the interior by a particular river system. The water
routes were, however, also marked with portages, demonstrating the access of these
water routes over unnavigable areas of the water sources.
The difficulty in defining a navigable waterway is often the product of knowing what type
of watercraft might be used in defining navigablity. Collins (1909) indicates that some of
the waterways are not suitable for “large canoes”, suggesting freight canoes, but that
the waterways might still be accessible by small one or two person canoes. In addition,
Collins (ibid) also notes that some of the waterways were used to traverse into the
interior via foot when the stream/creek beds were dry. Many of the waterways were not
accessible because of deadfalls and deadheads in and across the water. Those areas
might not have been used to access further up the waterway, but portages were
certainly a way to avoid these blockages. Because of these difficulties, waterways that
were more than 1.5 m in width were included as “navigable” waterways.
Wetlands/bogs and intermittent streams were not included in the navigable waterway
variable.
Modern waterways are considered to have archaeological potential and a 50 m buffer
has been extended around these waterways in Figures 16 to 27. Intermittent streams
and marshy areas have been excluded from having archaeological potential.
3.1.2 Archaeological Potential Mapping and Management Plans
There is no archaeological potential mapping or archaeological management plans for
the Study Area.
3.1.3 Potential for Indigenous Archaeological Resources
Table 1 provides an outline of the culture history of northern Ontario. Each region within
Northern Ontario will have its own variations of the table.
3.1.3.1 Prehistory of the Study Area
Northern Ontario was covered by glacial ice to approximately 11,000 Before Christ
(BC). Warming conditions began to melt the ice in a northeasterly direction, and
southern parts of Northern Ontario were first freed from the ice circa 10,000 BC. The
more northerly areas remained ice covered for quite some time, and were free of ice
much later, circa 6,000 BC.
The Paleo Indian period, spanning from, 8000 B.C. – 5000 BC, represents the first
human populations in northern Ontario. Circa 8000 B.C., the climate changes
dramatically. The glacial ice retreats (melts), and the Boreal Forest in the southern area
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appears. The western end of Lake Superior is free of ice, and there is a shift of
grasslands in the north. This era is marked by the Plano culture. These people were
big game hunters, subsisting largely on caribou and small mammals and fish. They
were nomadic in nature, traveling large areas, but generally followed glacial strandlines.
Sites tend to be located on relic lake shores north of Lake Superior, Huron and
Georgian Bay. Sites in the Thunder Bay area tend to be located on the 221 m contour
level (Dalla Bona 2011). Sites from this period are represented solely by lithic
assemblages, characterized by lanceolate ripple-flaked biface tools. There are no
registered sites from this period located within one kilometer of the Study Area.
Hinshelwood (1992:3) suggests that there is a pattern of late Paleoindian sites, from
registered site data, being “primarily littoral or lakeshore occupations”. Little is known
of the patterning of “interior” (away from the lakeshore) sites. The characteristics for
late PaleoIndian sites tend to be located “where lakeshores are intersected by rivers
and at which taconite bearing outcrops and marsh/swamp areas occur” (ibid). The
Study Area is not located on or close to a prehistoric shoreline and the probability for
locating paleo sites is considered low.
The Archaic period spans a large time period from 5000 BC to 400 BC. Raw materials
used by these nomadic people became much more diverse, and they remained hunters
and gatherers. Tool kits included those suitable for wood working. Shield Archaic sites
tend to be located near wetlands, creeks and streams and in areas where natural
resources (i.e. for such activities as hunting, fishing and quarrying) would be available.
Pictographs tend to be confined to the Canadian Shield whereas petroglyphs tend to be
located to the south, although they can also be found on the Shield (one example in the
Lake of the Woods area was found buried beneath an Archaic deposit). The
pictographs found to date on the Canadian Shield, based on their iconography and
geographic distribution have been associated with the ancestors of Algonkian peoples
(for example, Cree, Ojibwa, Innu). About 6500 BC, the Archaic peoples began to use
copper, which was cold-hammered for tool production (spear points, knives, hooks) and
also personal adornment, jewelry. One very significant copper assemblage is located
south of Lake Nipigon, a burial site dating to circa 5000 BC.
The potential for locating sites of the Archaic period is high given the numerous water
crossings of the Study Area.
The Woodland periods spans from 400 BC. to 1600 Anno Domini (AD). The
introduction of ceramics by about 500 BC marks the differentiation between the
Woodland and Archaic periods. The Woodland period also sees an introduction to
horticulture, later evolving to agriculture. With agriculture comes a more sedentary
lifestyle and results in village formation, tribal differentiation and warfare.
Laurel culture sites are most often found around large lakes and rivers, and is different
from the proceeding Late Archaic Algonkian culture based primarily on the presence of
ceramics. The early ceramics included small pottery jars manufactured using a coil
methodology. They exhibited conical bases and had an impressed decoration. Other
than the presence of ceramics, the Laurel culture still practiced a lifestyle similar to their
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Late Archaic predecessors: hunting, fishing and gathering. Another difference
between the Late Archaic and the Initial Woodland period is the development of
extensive trade/exchange networks that ran to the eastern seaboard and west to the
Rocky Mountains. Lake Superior copper has been located on many Woodland sites,
and there are also exotic items such as shell beads from the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean, stone tools of Knife River chalcedony originating in North Dakota, and even
obsidian (volcanic glass) from Yellowstone Park, in Wyoming. Exchange of goods was
facilitated by the abundance of waterways (transportation corridors).
The Terminal Woodland period is represented by two cultures: Selkirk and Blackduck.
The Blackduck culture is represented closer to Lake Superior, and is “characterized by
globular pottery vessels, textured with a cord-wrapped paddle” (Ministry of Culture and
Recreation 1979: 9). In addition, there is the possibility of discovering Iroquoian pottery
deriving from Southern Ontario, the Plains, and even Michigan. These may be the
product of exchange, or adoption of women into the existing cultures. The Blackduck
culture is typified by globular ceramic vessels, with cord wrapped paddled bodies and
cord wrapped impressed collars. The Selkirk culture pottery is characterized by fabric
impressed globular vessels.
The main sites are concentrated on large rivers and lakes, but campsites can be located
anywhere.
3.1.3.2 Native Historic Period
The Native Historic Period is from circa 1600 AD to 1875 AD. This marks a period of
interaction with missionaries and fur traders. Sites dating to this period are often
characterized by the presence of “European goods” such as glass beads, axes,
thimbles, and miscellaneous metal objects, often reworked.
The Fur Trade played a dominant part in the native historic and early Euro-Canadian
periods. It became one of the most important economic activities in Northern Ontario,
especially between the period of first contact and well into the 1800s. There were two
main routes that were used primarily to access the interior where hunting, trapping and
trading would occur, as well as along the Lake Superior coastline.
The first route followed the Ottawa River to Lakes Nipissing and Huron, and from there
moved north, (the second route) through Lake Superior and into Lake of the Woods and
points north and west. The advantage of Northern Ontario fur trading was the
abundance of lakes and rivers connecting the main fur trading posts.
The southerly route was dominated by French voyageurs that traded with the First
Nations people of Northwestern Ontario. But by 1670 a second route had been
established further north. In 1660, Médeard Chouart des Groselliers, a lay helper of
the French Jesuits, travelled the route as far as Lake Superior. He and his brother in
law, Pierre-Esprit Radisson, are believed to be the first Europeans to make contact with
the Sioux Natives who inhabited the area. From the Sioux they learned of a potentially
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lucrative trading route further north, based around what are now known as James and
Hudson’s Bays. Upon their return to France, Groselliers and Radisson attempt to
convince the French Government to invest in an expedition which would travel directly
to these northern bays by following a route through the Labrador Sea, north of
Labrador. Unsuccessful, they turned to merchants in New England. After two abortive
attempts to reach Hudson and James Bays from the Eastern Seaboard, an emissary of
England’s Charles II convinced them to pursue financial backing from London. In 1668
the brothers-in-law accompanied two small vessels, the Eaglet and the Nonsuch, in a
voyage made directly from England to Hudson Bay. The Eaglet was damaged and had
to return early on, but the Nonsuch completed a successful voyage. Its crew wintered
at the mouth of the Rupert River and traded with approximately 300 people at a
temporary post. When the ship returned to England in October of 1669, it carried a
large cargo of beaver skins. The Hudson Bay Company was formed by the British
Government the following spring, in May of 1670. The territory it commanded was
named Rupert’s Land, after the company’s first governor and the King’s cousin, the
Duke of Cumberland, also known as “Prince Rupert of the Rhine” (Hill n.d. Hydro One
Transmission Line, Circuit D26A, Districts of Kenora and Rainy River).
Additional information regarding the historic native period is derived from the Jesuit
Relations of 1669 to 1670 (Thwaites 1896-1901: 149-153). Father Allouez comments:
It is thus that Providence has provided for these poor peoples, who in default of hunting
and corn live for the most part on fish.
Alexander Henry (1809: 209) further commented on the availability of food for the
Indigenous population in 1767,
..could not find food in the summer were it not for the fish in the streams and lakes.
Dawson (1975:37) notes that the White River is one of the few rivers to be shown on
Fraquelin’s maps of circa 1690, and is the only river between the Pic and the Otter
Head rivers on Lt. Bonnet’s map of 1794. This is suggestive that the river is one of the
main routes to the interior.
3.1.3.3 Métis History
The Métis Nation developed over a period of time, beginning as early as the 1600s
when the fur trade brought Europeans to the area. The Hudson’s Bay Company was
established by Royal Charter in 1670. During the 1700s, employees and freeman
working with/for the fur trade companies began to establish families with Indigenous
women. By extension, the Métis were localized around these early fur trade
activities/stations. The War of 1812 fought primarily in the southern Great Lakes area
establishes the Canadian-United States of America border. The Métis population is the
major group that establishes the site of present-day Winnipeg, Manitoba. From about
1815-1828, many Métis families move south from the Drummond Island area to east
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side of Lake Huron, and inland to areas of Owen Sound, Penetanguishene, Parry
Sound, etc.
The Métis and various First Nations from Sault Ste. Marie and along the north shore of
Lake Superior opposed the trespass activities of the Quebec Mining Company at Mica
Bay in 1849-1850. This leads to the Robinson Treaty between the Crown and the First
Nations groups, but not the Métis. Commissioner Robinson indicates that he has no
mandate to deal with the Métis.
The Hudson’s Bay Company, however, under treaties, includes the Métis (referred to
then as “Halfbreeds”) annuities for the Lake Superior region.
The Government of Canada purchased Rupert’s Land (much of northern Ontario) from
the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1869-1870. No consultation with either First Nations or
Métis communities was conducted at that time. The Métis at the Red River settlement
established the Métis National Committee – a provisional government, forcing the
government into negotiations, including terms to create French language rights, and
provision of lands for the Métis.
The Métis at Rainy Lake (Fort Francis) in 1875 successfully negotiate a “Halfbreed”
adhesion to Treaty 3 – marking the only time the Métis are treated as a collective during
historic treaties. The adhesion terms were not, however, followed through on by the
government.
The Métis and First Nations in the Lake Nipigon area jointly petitioned the government
of Canada for education and land related issues in 1880.
Many Métis living in Ontario tended not to self-identify as Métis during the 1900s in
response to the negativity from the activities in western Canada uprising.
There were small inroads to recognition of the Métis over the subsequent years (Métis
at Moose Factory had land grants and hunting rights recognized; Alberta Métis secured
the Alberta Métis Settlement), but from the 1950s to the 1970s, both Métis and First
Nations lobbied for better living conditions, advancement of rights in Ontario and the
rest of Canada.
The Métis are recognized as one of Canada’s three aboriginal peoples in 1982 (First
Nations, Métis and Inuit). A year later, the Métis National Council was established
representing the Métis Nation from Ontario westward. The Métis Nation of Ontario was
established in 1992, providing a central registry of Métis peoples in Ontario.
Hunting rights of Métis were recognized as being similar to that of First Nations groups
in 2004.
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3.1.4 Previously Known Archaeological Resources and Assessments
The Preliminary Preferred Route was submitted to Robert von Bitter, Site Data
Coordinator of MTCS on July 5th, and on July 6th, Mr. von Bitter, replied that there are
no archaeological sites located within one kilometre of the study area (2016 Personal
Communication).
A Stage 1 archaeological assessment was conducted for the Project area by SJAI
(P027-0245-2014). This current Stage 1 is the Preliminary Preferred Route of an area
located east and south of the original proposed line.
3.1.5 Plaques
Two sources were utilized to determine presence of, or relevance of, plaques relating to
the Study Area. The first was the on line plaque guide of the Ontario Heritage Trust
(formerly the Ontario Heritage Foundation) (http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/Resourcesand-Learning/Online-Plaque-Guide.aspx) and Ontario’s Historical Plaques
(http://www.ontarioplaques.com/index.html). While there are a number of plaques
listed with the Ontario Heritage Trust, none are specifically relevant to the Study Area,
other than the following, which applies in general terms only. There were no plaques
listed with Ontario Plaques for Algoma or any of the townships/areas.
The Robinson-Superior Treaty
Under this treaty, which was concluded in 1860, the Ojibwa surrendered territory
extending some 640 kilometres along the shore of Lake Superior and northward to the
height of land delineating the Great Lakes watershed. In return they received three
reserves, including the Fort William reserve, a cash settlement, and a small annual
stipend. (http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/Resources-and-Learning/Online-PlaqueGuide.aspx)
On September 7, 1850 a treaty was concluded at Sault Ste. Marie between the Hon. W.
B. Robinson, representing the government, and nine Ojibwa chiefs and head men.
Under its terms the Ojibwa surrendered territory extending some 400 miles along the
shore of Lake Superior, from Batchawana Bay to the Pigeon River, and northward to the
height of land delimiting the Great Lakes drainage area. In return, the Indians were
allotted three reserves, a cash settlement and a further small annual payment. The Fort
William reserve, assigned to Chief Joseph Peau de Chat and his band, was laid out in
1854 by J.W. Bridgland P.L.S. substantially as it is today.
(http://www.ontarioplquaes.com/index.html)
This plaque is located in Chippewa Park, at the southern approach to Thunder Bay.
Relevance to Study Area: Indigenous peoples long populated northern Ontario,
including the Study Area.
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3.1.6 Euro-Canadian Historic Period
The Study Area is located below Rupert’s Land and for the most part was considered to
be part of New France in 1700. By 1775, it was part of Quebec. In 1791, the area was
part of Upper Canada, and remained so until the area became known as the Province of
Canada circa 1849. In 1867 the area became part of Province of Ontario.
“Prior to Canada’s Confederation in 1867, the northern boundary of Upper Canada
(Canada West from 1841 to 1867) stretched along a line which varied from
approximately 150 km to 200 km north of Lake Superior, westward to a point which
included Fort William, now Thunder Bay (Hill n.d. Hydro One Transmission Line, Circuit
D26A, Districts of Kenora and Rainy River).
Algoma was created from an unorganized territory in 1858.
A 1922 map of the area (Figure 15) shows the study area lying within an “undeveloped”
area. It is most likely that the area had been extensively logged, and that forest cover is
regrowth forest. Evidence of logging camps may be located in the Study Area, although
these were not apparent with ortho imagery.
The Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR founded White River in 1885. It was to be a key
stopover point between Central Canada and the West. Initially only a work camp, it
became a modern rail town, with a station house, hotels and an ice house the following
year. A stockyard to feed and water livestock was soon built and by 1906 there were 42
families living in White River.
The first CPR and company houses were built along the riverbank with a view of the rail
yard and station. By 1911 it was the headquarters for District No. 2 of the Lake Superior
Division, which included 516.6 miles (831.39 kms) of mainline. The district headquarters
were moved to Schreiber around 1924 as White River had a tendency to flood in the
spring.
The small town of White River (north and east of the Study Area) ceased to be
exclusively a railway town in 1961 with the completion of the Trans-Canada Highway.
The highway brought new business and tourism. Abitibi Price established a lumber mill
in the 1970s, which ran until closing indefinitely in 2007.
3.1.7 The Standards
The following list describes each of the required Standards for the Stage 1
Archaeological Assessment and the action applied to address the standards. Most of
these have been addressed elsewhere in more detail in this report, and this serves as a
summary of addressing the standards for easy reference.
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Standard
7.7
7.7.1
1.

Descriptor
Project Reports – Stage 1
Background
Describe the results of the research
conducted for the background study
and document the information sources
used. It must be demonstrated that the
standards for background research
were met, as stated in Section 1 (i.e.
Standard 1.3.3, 1.3.4, 1.4.1 and 1.4.2)

7.7.2
1.

Property Inspection
If an optional property inspection was
carried out, describe how the standards
for property inspection were met.

Action
Done – no registered sites within 1
km of Study Area, one previous
archaeological assessment nearby
(P027-0245-2014), no prehistoric
shorelines, modern water, existing
development (Highway 17, one
roadway, no buildings), soils,
bedrock, slope, etc. were examined
for presence/absence along the
Study Area. Areas of low potential
were mapped as per individual
variable (modern roadways, slope of
more than 20°, areas of deep and
extensive development disturbance,
etc.) and areas of potential
(registered sites, paleo shorelines,
proximity to modern navigable
waterways, historic
roads/transportation routes, areas of
significant high elevation, etc.) were
mapped as individual variables.
Ortho imagery was used to
determine additional detail for
potential. Maps of potential and
non-potential were derived by
plotting variables with appropriate
buffering, e.g. modern water 50 m,
other potential variables 150 m.
Areas of identified low
archaeological potential from
development disturbance include
Highway 17, the railway corridor,
and modern logging road crossing
the Study Area. All archaeological
potential was derived from navigable
waterways, areas of high elevation,
and buffering of historic rail
corridors. No other indices of
archaeological potential were
apparent.
No property inspection conducted
due to special conditions: a) remote
areas b) large scale projects Ortho
imagery was an accepted (see
Supplementary Documentation)
substitute for property inspection.
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Standard
7.7.3
1.

Descriptor
Analysis and Conclusions
Identify and describe areas of
archaeological potential within the
project area.

2.

Identify and describe areas that have
been subject to extensive and deep
land alterations. Describe the nature of
the alterations (e.g. development or
other activity) that has severely
damaged the integrity of archaeological
resources and have removed
archaeological potential.
Recommendations
Make recommendations regarding
potential for the property, as follows:
a) if some or all of the property has
archaeological potential, identify
areas for further assessment
(Stage 2) and areas not
recommended for further
assessment. Exemptions from
further assessment must be
consistent with the
archaeological fieldwork
standards and guidelines.
b) If no part of the property has
archaeological potential,
recommend that the property
does not require further
archaeological assessment.
Recommend appropriate Stage 2
assessment strategies

7.7.4
1.

2.

Action
Areas of potential include: modern
navigable waterways (some of these
still need field verification – it was
assumed that a flow width of 1.5 m
was necessary to constitute a
navigable waterway). A buffer of
150 m was placed along the historic
rail corridor, and areas of significant
high elevation were also considered
areas of archaeological potential.
Areas of potential are presented on
Figures 16 to 27.
These areas include a modern
roadways, railway corridor/track.
Area of low potential are presented
in Figures 16-27. Additional areas of
low archaeological potential include
slopes in excess of 20 degrees, and
all other areas that do not have
archaeological potential.
Some of the Study Area exhibits
potential. Figures 28 to 39 illustrate
those areas of archaeological
potential.
For the Study Area, it is
recommended that any areas where
there will be development impact,
such as towers, access roads,
laydown areas, staging areas, etc.
must be subject to Stage 2
archaeological assessment (northern
Ontario standards for survey –refer
to Supplementary Documentation)
prior to any development activity.

There are no ploughed open areas.
Archaeological assessment must be
conducted using a test pitting
methodology, excavating test holes
of a minimum of 30 cms in diameter,
into subsoil or to the surface of any
exposed feature and documenting all
significant stratigraphy changes,
finds, etc. Test pits must be spaced
at 5 m intervals for the first 0 – 50m,
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Standard

Descriptor

7.7.5
1.

Images
Provide images to document features
indicating archaeological potential, to
support the analysis, conclusions and
recommendations, and to assist in
understanding maps.
Map
Provide mapping that meets the
requirements specified in section
7.5.12
Maps
Provide a regional map of the general
location of the property at a scale of no
smaller than 1:50,000 and no larger
than 1:25,000
Provide clear copies of detailed
development plans or maps of the
project area. The following types of
maps meet this requirement:
a) A copy of the map
accompanying the formal or
proposed development
application
b) A concept plan or design map
of the property reflecting post
development changes
c) A property perimeter map
d) When none of the above types
of plans or maps is available,
provide the map, aerial
photograph, or other graphic
representing the highest quality
image available for the property
For archaeological fieldwork or
reporting undertaken before
development plans are in place, include
a map showing the property limit,
accompanied by a copy of the
proponent’s instructions defining the
limits of the property.

7.7.6
1.

7.5.12
1.

2.

3.

Action
and thereafter at intervals of 10 m
from 51 to 150 m. Modern water
sources will be subject to 5 meter
intervals from 0 to 50 m. Areas
where there are obstacles might not
permit an exact 5 or 10 m spacing,
but spacing should be
accommodated wherever possible.
Not applicable – no photographs
available. Ortho rectified imagery
used to obtain potential data
(Appendix A, Table 2)
Done – Figures 2-27, and Appendix
A (ortho imagery)
Done – Figures 2-27

Section 1 of this report describes the
proposed development.

Not applicable
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Standard
4.

Descriptor
Maps must relate existing land features
and planned development changes to
archaeological field data. Ensure that
the scale and level of map detail allows
for clear documentation of:
a) Current land conditions (e.g.
topography, water, vegetation
cover, built structures).
b) Planned development features
affecting assessment decisions
or recommendations (e.g. lots,
servicing, extraction areas,
highway right-of-ways and
staging areas)
c) Features and characteristics of
the property that support the
analysis, conclusions and
recommendations in the report
5.
For all photographs taken in the field,
provide locations and orientation
arrows on the appropriate mapping.
7.7.6 Maps
2.
Where lower quality mapping is the
only available source of information,
provide the following:
a) A statement regarding the
unavailability of any higher
quality mapping (i.e. thorough
search done, personal
knowledge, etc.)
b) The degree to which the lower
quality mapping may affect any
evaluation of potential (e.g.
certain features will not be
shown or will not be shown
accurately)
c) Any measures that were taken
to compensate for the poor
quality of the mapping (e.g.
more conservative evaluations
of potential, property inspection)
3.
Separately map each area
recommended for Stage 2 assessment
versus areas not recommended for
Stage 2 assessment.
4.
Separately map each class or category
of no or low potential, i.e. map all wet
areas as a category separately from all

Action
a) Done
b) Done
c) Done

Not applicable – Stage 1, no
property inspection
Not applicable – ortho rectified
imagery used and high detailed
aerial photographs.

Areas of potential are those areas
recommended for Stage 2
archaeological assessment prior to
development activities.
Done
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Standard

Descriptor
steep areas from all disturbed areas,
etc.

Action
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4.0

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Determination of Archaeological Potential
There are a number of variables that are evaluated when determining archaeological
potential. These include:












presence of previously identified archaeological sites,
water sources (primary, secondary, features indicating past water sources,
accessible or inaccessible shoreline),
elevated topography,
pockets of sandy soil in heavy soil or rocky ground,
distinctive land formations,
resource areas (food or medicinal plants, scarce raw materials, early EuroCanadian industry),
non-Aboriginal settlement (monuments, cemeteries),
areas of early Euro-Canadian settlement;
early historic transportation routes;
listed or designated heritage property; and
properties with archaeological potential as identified by local histories or
informants.

Different types of sites that might be located in Northern Ontario and in the Study Area
include, but are not limited to, the following: prehistoric sites (campsites, portages,
canoe spills, caches, sacred sites, resource extraction sites, burial sites, etc.); historic
native (campsites, portages, canoe spills, caches, sacred sites, resource extraction
sites, burial sites, etc.); Euro-Canadian historic sites (logging associated infrastructure,
mining associated infrastructure, early domestic settlement, early industrial
infrastructure, religious centers (i.e. missionary related, etc.); cemeteries and single
isolated burials, canoe spills, caches, fur trading associated infrastructure, and early
recreational infrastructure, etc.. In addition to the above mentioned traditional site
types, there is the possibility of discovering petroglyphs and pictographs, as well as
finding monuments used as guideposts by both the Indigenous peoples and EuroCanadians. Historic records are not specific enough to render possible locations for all
possible site types. Stage 2 field assessment will assist in determining the presence or
absence of sites in areas of archaeological potential.
Stage 2 must be conducted within the area of archaeological potential if there is any
development related disturbance planned. Types of development disturbance include,
but are not limited to: tower installation, development of access roads, and any ground
disturbance. The MTCS has indicated that areas between proposed tower sites can be
cleared in frozen conditions, thereby minimizing impact to areas of archaeological
potential between towers. Once field verified, the 2011 Standards and Guidelines for
Northern Ontario (Section 2.1.5, Standard 1) indicates that if the archaeological
potential feature is a modern water source, test pitting is required only up to 50 m from
the feature of archaeological potential. Other areas of archaeological potential in
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northern Ontario, must be tested up to 150 m from the identified feature of
archaeological potential (Section 2.1.5, Standard 1c).
The areas of archaeological potential for the Study Area amount to 1327.88 hectares
(23.03%). Potential impact on areas of archaeological potential is considered to be
high.
4.2 Percentage of Potential Variables
Areas of archaeological potential include approximately 1327.88 hectares (23.03%) of
the Preliminary Preferred Route and 500 m buffer. Areas of low potential are identified
by slope greater than 20° (9.79 hectares, .17%); roads (17.35 hectares, .3%), railway
corridors (1.46 hectares – only track and rail bed considered low potential, .03%),
extensive development disturbance as evidenced on ortho imagery (6.34 hectares,
.12%) and the remaining approximately 4404.23 hectares (76.37%) are areas that fall
outside specific positive potential or negative potential archaeological variables. The
total low archaeological potential area is approximately 4439.17 hectares. This
represents 76.97% of the total study area.
Figures 18 to 31 illustrate variables of archaeological potential, and combined areas of
potential versus low potential are illustrated in Figures 28 to 39.
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5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Stage 2 Recommendations – the Standards

Standard Descriptor
2.1.5
Alternate Strategies for Special
Survey Conditions: Test Pit Survey in
Northern Ontario and on Canadian
Shield Terrain
1
Where the identified feature of
archaeological potential is a modern
water source, test pitting is required
between 0 and 50 m from the
feature. Space test pits at a
maximum of 5 m survey. Survey is
not required beyond 50 m.
2
For features of archaeological
potential other than modern water
sources (i.e., historic water sources
such as glacial shorelines), test
pitting is required as follows:
a. space test pits at maximum
intervals of 5 m between 0
and 50 m from the feature of
archaeological potential
b. space test pits at maximum
intervals of 10 m between 50
and 150 m from the feature of
archaeological potential
c. survey is not required beyond
150 m
3
While maintaining standard survey
grids as closely as possible, the
consultant archaeologist may vary
from standard survey grids as
necessary, based on the rationale for
all variations.

Proposed Recommendation

Recommended for areas of modern water
source considered to be navigable (see
supplementary documentation), buffer
around historic rail corridor, and areas of
high elevation.

Areas of high elevation were identified on
the archaeological potential maps, but as
these are isolated – there should be no
buffering, and the areas should be tested
using test pits of 5 m intervals. The
historic rail corridor (still active rail line) is
buffered by 150 m and should be subject
to Stage 2 testing. No other features of
positive archaeological potential, other
than modern water, were noted from
ortho imagery, etc.

Variance is expected based on dense
forest and understory, in field
observations that differ from available
mapping, and possible other variables.

5.2 Recommendations Based on Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment
Based upon the background research of past and present conditions, the following is
recommended:


Areas of archaeological potential that will be affected by either direct or indirect
development (tower bases, laydown areas, staging areas, access roads, and related
infrastructure) to the Study Area must be subject to a Stage 2 archaeological
assessment prior to any development;
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Stage 2 assessment must be conducted as per the Standards and Guidelines for
Consulting Archaeologists for work in Northern Ontario (that is, the limit for testing
from present bodies of water (navigable) is 50 m; and the limit for testing from other
variables: ancient water, historic features, previously documented sites, etc. is 150
m). Areas of high elevation should be test pitted in their entirety in 5 m intervals
without any buffering. Given the nature of the area, Stage 2 assessment will consist
of using a test pitting methodology at 5 m intervals up to 50 m, and then 10 m
intervals up to 150 m distant from the feature of archaeological potential; and, visual
observations of areas of exposed bedrock. Intervals should attempt to follow a grid
pattern, or as close to a grid pattern as landscape/forest conditions allow.
Indigenous special concerns may be raised and consideration of these issues
should be reviewed in concert with the recommended areas of Stage 2
archaeological assessment.
Areas other than those identified as exhibiting archaeological potential are not
recommended for additional archaeological assessment.
Compliance regulations must be adhered to as described in Section 6 of this report.

This archaeological assessment has been conducted under the 2011 Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2011).
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6.0 ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION
According to the 2011 Standards and Guidelines (Section 7.5.9) the following must be
stated within this report:
This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism and Culture as a condition of
licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18.
The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that
are issued by the Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report
recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural
heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological sites within the project
area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the Ministry
of Tourism, Culture and Sport, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that there
are no further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the
proposed development.
It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other
than a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or
to remove any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the
site, until such time as a licensed archaeologist has completed archaeological fieldwork
on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating that the site has no further cultural
heritage value or interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario Public Register of
Archaeological Reports referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act.
Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be
an archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage
Act. The proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease
alteration of the site immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to
carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance with sec. 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage
Act.
The Cemeteries Act, R.S.O. 1990 c. C.4 and the Funeral, Burial and Cremation
Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 require that any person discovering human remains
must notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of
Consumer Services.
Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection
remain subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, or
have artifacts removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological
license.
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TABLES
Table 1
Culture History for Northern Ontario
Period

Group

PaleoIndian

Plano

Time
Range
8000
–
5000
B.C.

Archaic

Shield Archaic;
Old
Copper
Culture

5000
B.C.
–
400 B.C.

Middle
Woodland

Laurel Culture

Late
Woodland

Eastern
Algonkians;
Selkirk;
Blackduck;
Wanikan

400 B.C.
–
A.D.
800
A.D. 800
– 1600

Historic

Fur
Trade;
Pioneer
(land
surrenders and
reserves)

A.D.
1600 to
the
present

Comment
Hunting animals such as caribou with spears; adaptation
to a climate cooler than today; glacial ice still covered part
of the region; huge stone tool quarry and workshop was
started on Manitoulin Island.
Bow and arrow introduced around 1600 B.C.; the
aboriginals settled at Sault Ste. Marie; sturgeon and
suckers are harpooned and caught in fish traps in local
rivers; copper is discovered a raw material for tools; stone
axes, gouges and other heavy wood-working tools
become common along Lake Superior and Lake Huron.
By the middle of the Archaic period, almost every remote
lake and river system in northeastern Ontario had some
aboriginal settlements. The spread of people was rapid
and thorough.
The start of seine net fishing in shallow water was
developed; pottery was used for the first time.
By the 15th century, the Ojibwa in northeastern Ontario
had established strong trade ties with the Huron and
Ottawa in southern Ontario; gill net fishing began; rock
paintings on cliffs spread across the region; religious
ceremonies developed; ancestors of the Ojibwa, Cree
and Ottawa developed a specialized adaptation to
northern Ontario and its seasonal cycle of food resources;
the main sites were concentrated on large rivers and
lakes, while campsites can be found almost anywhere.
Traditional lifestyles disappeared; the fur trade changed
the landscape and settlements; European trade goods
replaced stone and ceramic native tools.
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Table 2 – List of Archaeological Potential Features on Ortho Images
ID NO./
TName
1/104
2/104
3/104
4/104
5/104
6/104
7/104
8/104
9/104
10/104
11/104
12/104
13/104
14/104
15/104
16/104
17/104
18/104
19/104
20/104
21/104
22/104
23/104
24/104
25/104
26/104
27/104
28/104
29/104
30/104
31/104
32/104
33/104
34/104
35/104
36/104
37/104
38/104
39/104
40/104
41/104
42/104
43/104
44/104

Existing
Water Built
Railway
transmission
Features Corridor
line
Yes
Yes
Yes
`

Roads/access Structures
roads no
potential
Yes – gravel

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes – gravel
Yes – gravel

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes – gravel
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Previous
Excavation
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ID NO./
TName
45/104
46/104
47/104
48/104
49/104
50/104
51/104
52/104
53/104
54/104
55/104
56/104
57/104
58/104
59/104
60/104
61/104
62/104
63/104
64/104
65/104
66/104
67/104
68/104
69/104

Existing
Water Built
Railway Roads/access Structures
transmission
Features Corridor roads no
line
potential

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

??
Yes
Yes
Yes

70/104
71/104
72/104
73/104
74/104
75/104
76/104
77/104
78/104
79/104
80/104
81/104
82/104
83/104
84/104
85/104

Yes
Yes
Logging roads
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes – logging
roads
Yes – logging
roads

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Logging road
Logging roads
Logging
Roads

Previous
Excavation
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ID NO./
TName
86/104

Existing
Water Built
Railway
transmission
Features Corridor
line
Yes

87/104
88/104
89/104
90/104
91/104
92/104

93/104

Yes

94/104

Yes

95/104

96/104
97/104
98/104
99/104
100/104
101/104
102/104
103/104
104/104

Yes

Yes

Yes

No – but
large
wood
piles
present

Roads/access Structures
roads no
potential
Yes- gravel
road, logging
road
Logging roads
Logging road
Logging roads
Logging roads
Yes – gravel
road, logging
road
Yes – gravel
road
Yes – gravel
road
Yes – gravel
road, and
Highway 17

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Logging road
Logging road
Logging road

Railroad
outbuildings
x4

Previous
Excavation
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FIGURES
Figure 1: Canadian Shield
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Figure 2: Topographic Map of White River Preliminary Preferred Route
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Figure 3: Inset 1
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Figure 4: Inset 2
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Figure 5: Inset 3
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Figure 6: Inset 4
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Figure 7: Inset 5
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Figure 8: Inset 6
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Figure 9: Inset 7
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Figure 10: Inset 8
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Figure 11: Inset 9
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Figure 12: Inset 10
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Figure 13: Inset 11
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Figure 14: Inset 12
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Figure15:1922MapofAlgomaDistrict
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Figure16:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariable–Inset1
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Figure17:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariable–Inset2
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Figure18:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset3
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Figure19:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset4
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Figure20:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariable–Inset5
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Figure21:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariable–Inset6
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Figure22:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset7
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Figure23:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset8
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Figure24:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset9
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Figure25:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset10
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Figure26:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariables–Inset11
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Figure27:ArchaeologicalPotentialVariable–Inset12
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Figure28–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset1
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Figure29–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset2
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Figure30–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset3
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Figure31–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset4
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Figure32–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset5
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Figure33–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset6
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Figure34–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset7
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Figure35–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset8
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Figure36–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset9
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Figure37–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset10
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Figure38-ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset11
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Figure39–ArchaeologicalPotential– Inset12
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